24 June 2022

Dear Parents and Carers,
The exam season for nearly all Year 11 and 13 students finishes today. It has, for the vast majority,
been managed exceptionally well, attendance was outstanding with a mature and diligent approach
applied by all. I very much hope all students are rewarded with excellent results facilitating next step
destinations in the summer. Students have worked exceptionally hard, the first full exam season since
2019, on the back of the additional challenges they faced during their time studying courses - the
school is extremely proud of both cohorts. Life however never stands still, we start the progression
exam season for cohorts of students in Years 10 and 12 next week, another important milestone and
learning opportunity for our new senior students.
Lower down the school we continue to bring back wider curriculum opportunities, learning in different
ways, giving students a broad range of experiences. Year 9 Geography students have been out
completing fieldwork to Brandon Marsh, Year 8 students visited the Big Bang Science and Technology
Fair at the NEC, Year 10 students completed a week of work experience and Year 12 students a UCAS
and Careers guidance launch day to mention a few on top of our normal extracurricular offer.
The final few weeks will be filled with events celebrating students’ time at school and school success,
starting this evening with the Year 13 Prom. As we reflect, it’s an important time for those students
who still need to make improvements to plan and make changes which will support progress moving
forward. We see time and time again that students who are most successful at school are those who
demonstrate the small positive behaviours every single day, building good habits through routine.
Students who continually demonstrate a high level of effort in class are always punctual and equipped
for learning, have excellent attendance, are kind and caring to others with a positive mindset which I
think every young person is capable of doing, will achieve.
Students’ final day in school this year will be Thursday 21 July, lessons will be as per timetable
alongside a carousel of Year group assemblies to celebrate student achievements. Throughout the
day, students will also be taking part in PSHE lesson activities focusing on key age related topics and
sources of advice and support during the summer holidays. Students will be dismissed from site at
12:20pm, inclusive of those on school buses.
Please do continue to look out for Year group specific notices to support your child through the
remaining weeks and will in turn help to be fully prepared for the start of the new term in September.
Have a great weekend.

Mike Lowdell
Head Teacher

